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Inquiry about ideal library was sought by interdisciplinary approach from human 

competence derived from performance engineering by Gilbert (1978), and the library 

information policy by Wilson (1977).  With Wilson’s insights into the field of library and 

information science (LIS), this work demonstrated the synthesis of Wilson and Gilbert: 

engineering as common ground.   

One of the central concerns in LIS, utilization of knowledge, is re-conceptualized 

as Gilbert’s view of performance, which reflected at different vantage points.  Four 

leisurely theorems are introduced for his view of performance engineering, which 

produce human competence.   

The performance matrix is the application tool that represents Gilbert’s theorems 

of performance engineering.  It is used to clarify vantage points about the library, and 

constructed a model of the performance engineering system of ideal library.  Based upon 

the model, two applications were made.  One is to apply the performance matrix to the 

existing academic library.  Another is to apply the performance matrix for building a 

special collection.  These two applications show that the performance matrix is capable to 

analyze existing performance system as well as designing and building a performance 

system.   
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

The thesis of this document is that Gilbert’s (1978) view of human competence, 

along with Wilson’s (1977), views that library information policy can be productively 

used to organize and clarify the domain of the library and information science (LIS).  The 

field of LIS is consisted of many disciplinary backgrounds, and because of this 

interdisciplinarity in LIS, research designs and methodologies in LIS are perceived as “an 

emerging, pre-science discipline embodying multiple paradigms” (Copeland, 1997; p. 

14), therefore, its uniformity is necessary.  In this document, one of the central concerns 

in LIS, utilization of knowledge, is re-conceptualized as a performance problem reflected 

at different vantage points.  Then Gilbert’s performance matrix is used to clarify these 

vantages points to unify the literature that discusses the search for an ideal library. This 

present document will illustrate the value of the view of performance as it applies to the 

subject matter of LIS, and it will apply Gilbert’s system in the analysis and design of 

libraries.  

 

In Search of an Ideal Library 

 The origin of the library can be found in the beginnings of human civilization 

(i.e., the clay tablets in Mesopotamia).  Ever since the establishment of the Royal Library 

of Alexandria in 300 B.C., the library has changed its physical existence, the documents 

that serve its patrons, and the services it provides to society.  These changes have
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developed from the cultural needs of the time, and these cultural needs will continue to 

change and to influence libraries until either the extinction of the library or the extinction 

of the culture’s needs.  Today, thanks to the development of the technology and the 

advancement of knowledge, a library operates a variety of specialized tasks in a multi-

disciplinary fashion.  Over time, the know-how of library practice has been accumulated 

and systematically organized into a discipline known as librarianship, or library science.  

Recently, the discipline has been further expanded to include information science, thus 

giving birth to a new discipline now called Library and Information Science (LIS).  

Like any other science, LIS evolves from the cultural practices of the people who 

use it (cf. Wilson, 1978).  And the foresight gained through the activities of LIS will 

further drive the foundation and understanding of those practices and the development of 

libraries..  Over the course of 2,000 years, scholars have made an uncountable number of 

statements about the library.  Overall, these statements are reflected in the concern of 

scholars in the field of LIS today, in seeking “the ideal library.”  But the ideal library has 

remained a metaphor to be clarified by theories, principles, and rules that would form its 

disciplinary identity.  This is the most important concern of LIS, since the clarification of 

its subject matter will give LIS the status of a separate discipline with a separate domain.   

The library is a complex organism with many elements, such as buildings, organizational 

structures, different collections, classification systems, services, the patrons’ needs, and 

the nature of information--all of which should be all part of the subject matter of LIS.  

However, these issues have commonly been dealt with as two separate domains: 1) the 

library as a service agency, and 2) the library as a domain of study.  
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Library as a Service Agency 

In the past, the purpose of the library was to collect and preserve the knowledge, 

and to limit its use to special people, as in the movie The Name of the Rose (1986), based 

on the novel by Umberto Eco (1980/1983).  In that movie, patrons of the library are 

selected people in the 14th century church.  Librarians banned access to humorous work, 

by editing Aristotle's Second Book of Poetics to bring the laughter under control.  In 

comparison with these practices at the end of medieval times, many modern librarians 

have adopted Ranganathan’s Five Laws of Library Science (1931) as a central tenet for 

excellence in library service that illustrates less restricted library service. These are:   

1. Books are for use 
2. Every reader his book 
3. Every books its reader 
4. Save the time of the reader 
5. A library is a growing organism 

These five laws show how to provide better library services to the general public.  The 

first four laws are about the accessibility of information. The fifth law cautions librarians 

to always be prepared for the library’s future growth.  Because of the evolution of these 

laws, many libraries have opened their services to the public.  For example, libraries for 

public and academic use are less restricted (cf., the University of North Texas Libraries 

website).  At the same time, special libraries such as those in corporations and medical 

agencies still limit their use.  

Technological advances have also made possible the enhancement of the 

accessibility of documents and have improved the service to patrons.  For example, 

Dartmouth College Library system had a major project that will impact the future use of 
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libraries.  The Baker/Berry library project at Dartmouth College has built an online 

library that is synchronized with the traditional library (see the task force report).  The 

planning of the project has been very carefully and thoroughly analyzed for the 

maintenance and further improvement of the libraries.  The aim of the library is to 

continuously provide the best library services to its members (they are called “inhabitants 

of Dartmouth village”).  The conclusion of the report above, it states:   

In offering this outline for the new Berry Library and the renovated Baker 
Library, the members of the Task Force are aware that we have not dealt with all 
future eventualities. There remains an ongoing and developing series of grand 
challenges that will be faced by libraries of the 21st century and must be 
confronted by Dartmouth. In fact, the physical structure of libraries in the future 
may remain the only constant, while the materials, staffing requirements, and user 
needs may change. It is clear that print will continue as a pervasive 
communication and publishing medium for at least a few decades, but it will be 
supplemented and often replaced by the rapid growth of information technology 
(including digital and networked information). The timing of this change is not 
known, but it will occur. Dartmouth must continually monitor this balance and be 
ready to respond by reconfiguring space within its library facilities, developing 
the library staff to address new technologies, redefining the role of the libraries 
within the structure of the institution, and making the library system's budget 
responsive to new directions in academic resources.  (Website) 

This quote shows that Baker/Berry Libraries at the Dartmouth are responsive to the needs 

of the academic and research community of higher education and its future. 

 Another example is the restructured library systems at the University of 

California.  This system seeks to unify the bibliographic service of the whole ten campus 

UC Library systems, specifically by incorporating new technologies such as Google and 

Amazon.  In Rethinking How We Provide Bibliographic Services for the University of 

California, a final report published in December 2005, the Bibliographic Services task 

force outlined its approach to issues surrounding the bibliographic services.  It included 
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recommendations for developing systems and technology to improve the quality of 

bibliographic services, as well as the creation of a consistent catalog interface across 

campuses.  About the issue of bibliographic service, the task force considered many 

surrounding factors and concluded: 

We were charged with imagining how to apply the future to how we do business 
today. We strongly believe that the adoption of these recommendations can lead 
to dramatic improvements in the user experience and our daily workflow. We 
look forward to campus conversations during the next year that will build 
momentum for implementing the recommendations contained in this report, 
which we believe will take the UC Libraries to new levels of excellence.  (p. 36) 

 In addition to accessibility, technology has also changed the forms of a library.  A 

digital library is a system of storing and retrieving digitally archived media, and it has 

some futuristic features.  One particularly noteworthy project is the Greenstone Project, 

undertaken by the New Zealand Digital Library Project at University of Waikato, New 

Zealand.  This project has resulted in the development of open source software for 

creating a digital library, called “Greenstone,” and which is described as “a 

comprehensive system for constructing and presenting collections of thousands or 

millions of documents, including text, images, audio, and video (Witten and Bainbridge, 

2003; p. 285).” This program is available through the project’s home page, and it 

includes an instructional book (Witten and Bainbridge, 2003).  Greenstone software has 

been used for online digital collections throughout the world, and some highlight cases 

are shown online (see list of collections http://nzdl.sadl.uleth.ca/cgi-bin/library).   

 As technology develops, more tools are available to improve the access and the 

form of the library.  Ironically, technology can also prevent access if the librarian or the 

patron does not understand how to take full advantage of technology.  A good illustration 
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of this situation can be seen in the movie Desk Set (1957).  In the movie, the emergence 

of the “electronic brain” made operations within the library faster, but this automation 

also raised some concerns by the librarians.  It comically compared and contrasted the 

competency of the librarian, Bunny Watson, with the reference machine created by the 

engineer, Richard Sumner.  The movie showed that taking over the librarian’s reference 

work by implementing a huge computer system failed to process the needs of the patrons.  

What this movie tells us is that both technology and human professional skills should 

combine to meet the needs of the patrons (cf. White, 1992).  For smooth library 

operation, as well as for good librarian service, Ranganathan’s five laws should require 

feedback from the patrons. 

There seems to be agreement that the centralized the purpose of a library is to 

provide a service: access to information. Buckland (1998) proposed two bases of library 

services:  1)  “the role of library service is to facilitate access to documents” and 2) “the 

mission of a library is to support the mission of the institution or the interests of the 

population served (p. 3).” Clarifying the roles and responsibilities of library work is seen 

as a prerequisite for improving the library’s service.  But without knowing what 

responsibilities a library takes, good services would not be possible..  Buckland (1998) 

assigned four roles for collections: 1) preservation, 2) dispensing (convenience of 

accessibility), 3) bibliographic role, and 4) symbolic role (identity of collection). Each of 

these roles contributes to the accessibility of documents.  The aim of cataloging, for 

example, is to improve library services through the organization, control, and access to 

objects.  To this aim, Miksa (1996) suggested that cataloguers should consider the 
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approach offered by Cutter’s (1904) Rules for a Dictionary Catalog: Selections, which 

consists of eight objects [the author, the title, the subject, by a given author, on a given 

subject, in a given kind of literature, as to its edition (bibliographically), as to its 

character (literary or topical)].   These items are further categorized into three areas of 

information required: to help the user find a book, to show the stock of books in the 

library, and to search for books.  However, good cataloging is not equivalent to user 

accessibility.  As Wilson (1977) put it, “bibliographic work is not simply a job of listing 

and labeling.”  Users need further assistance to bring the documents to the point of use. 

According to Wilson (1977), three categories provide assistance to the user: 

bibliographical assistance, question answering, and selection assistance.  The service that 

bibliographical assistance provides is to educate the user on how to acquire information 

this user needs from the library.  Question answering serves to direct the librarian to the 

information the user needs.  Selection assistance helps the user select the best material of 

the collection.  In this view, both cataloguing and user assistance are both part of library 

services.  Wilson (1977) states: 

Whether librarians can develop demonstrably useful personalized bibliographical 
services of this sort further than to be in the maintenance of physical and 
bibliographical services of this sort further than they have already been taken, or 
whether their principal role will continue to be in the maintenance of physical and 
bibliographical access systems for largely unaided use by patrons, a reorientation 
toward the functional, rather than topical or disciplinary, organization of 
document supplies represents a possible goal for further development, one that 
explicitly recognize the primacy of the need to bring knowledge to the point of 
use.  This is the ideal of library service as bibliography in aid of the 
reorganization and application of knowledge (p. 120).   
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Library as a Domain of Study 

The domain of library science has grown over time and is reflected in the 

structure and purposes of the various professional library organizations. Library 

associations in the U.S. began in 1879 with the establishment of the American Library 

Association (ALA).  The ALA’s main focus was librarianship.  The American Society of 

Information Science and Technology (ASIST) was originally formed as the American 

Documentation Institute (ADI) for documentation and information services in 1937.  ADI 

changed its name to the American Society of Information Science (ASIS) in 1968, and 

then changed in 2000 to the current name (ASIST) in recognition of the value of 

technology to information.  Currently, the areas reflected in the various special interest 

groups in ASIST are many and vary from arts and humanities (AH) to scientific and 

technical information science (STI).  Similarly, the Association of American Library 

Schools (AALS), formed in 1915 for the study of library education, changed its name in 

1983 to the Association for Library and Information Science Education (ALISE). 

 As LIS grows larger and involves more disciplinary areas of study, taxonomic 

issues have been discussed for sharing a common ground in interdisciplinarity (see Bates, 

2005; Buckland & Liu, 1995; Miksa, F., 1992, 1996; White, Bates, & Wilson, 1992). As 

a consequence, many proposals are offered about conceptualizing information (see Bates, 

1999, 2005, 2006), and therefore, many ways of defining Information Science.  

 In a special issue of the Journal of Documentation focusing on LIS and the 

philosophy of science, Hjørland (2005) discussed the importance of having a foundation 

in philosophy of science; at the same time, he discussed the difficulties of having a 
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foundation within LIS because of its interdisciplinary nature. Since it covers multi 

disciplinary areas of study, the context of LIS should include each disciplinary area 

related to some degree.  Information science, like library science, is a major disciplinary 

area of LIS.  In fact, the coherent communication between library science and 

information science is a key factor in the successful development of LIS. 

 Similarly, Saracevic pointed out that information science is interdisciplinary in 

nature, and that the relationships of the disciplines are changing (1992). He was 

concerned that changes in information science also changed library science; but although 

information science was a desirable influence, it might also cause library service to lose 

its purpose.  Saracevic (1999) stated:   

In all of this, I am afraid that the greatest danger facing information science is 
losing the sight of users, of human beings.  By concentrating on or chasing the 
systems, I am afraid that more often than not we have lost that sight.  But I am 
also concerned that the greatest payoff for information science will come if and 
when it successfully integrates systems and user research and applications.  
Society needs such a science and such a profession (p.1062). 

Miksa (1992) examined two paradigms in the field: the social institution (Library) and a 

human communication system (Information).  He cautioned that it is not adequate to 

name the field for these two paradigms (i.e., Library and Information Science), but rather 

that the conceptualization should come from both paradigms. He advocates that a 

description of LIS should include information science and library science and all related 

areas of studies.  

 The relation between library and information sciences is of course reflected in the 

curriculum of the discipline. White, Bates, & Wilson (1992) described the issues 

succinctly: 
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… the set of concepts and skills associated with databases defines the current state 
of the art in the “external memory professions,” and so should be the foundation 
of any curriculum that trains practitioners to enter them.  This common 
foundation is the rationale for offering courses in both IS and L&IS within one 
professional school or college.  Nor is the commonality unremarked: it is the 
reason that many leading schools of librarianship (or library science) have added 
courses, first, in information science and, later, in information systems over the 
past 25years. (p.256) 

 Fifteen years later, Buckland (2007) looked for another direction through the 

endeavor of the Documentation Studies (“Dokvit”) program at University of Tromso.  

According to Buckland, the program has been developed based on the notion of 

document – a very much expanded world of “document,” instead of information, which 

most programs use in this discipline use.  He stated: 

The usual approach when developing new programs in this field has been to 
combine the notoriously ill-defined notion of information with an invocation of 
interdisciplinarity.  This process leads to an incoherent collage.  The result may 
contain interesting elements. But the lack of coherence inhibits rational planning 
and makes the program hard to explain to outsiders.  The Tromso Docvit 
program, like Briet’s, was wiser:  the notion of a document was taken as the 
central defining concept and was understood to include any signifying thing.  
Documentation was seen as both the process of documenting and also the 
outcome of that process.  So Documentation Studies (“Docvit”) includes the 
systematic examination of all aspects of document and documentation.  This clear 
and practical formulation has conceptual and practical advantages and may be 
considered in three dimensions: meaning, technology, and economics (p. 316).   

Buckland (2007) advocated that the changing view of the subject matter of LIS brought a 

new definition and the basis for the construction of an academic program. 

 

Research for Improving Library 

 Wilson (1980) stressed conducting research within the LIS because to improve the 

discipline itself, all results from these investigations must be accumulated.  However, this 
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has not been an easy enterprise, and it is still hampered by the struggle that LIS has had 

with its domain of study.  Buckland proposed Five Ground Challenges for Library 

Research (2003) as foundation for conducting more research: Library service, Library 

theory, Library design, Library values, and Library communities (p. 675).  He pointed out 

that library research is difficult because it is so costly to make changes, especially in 

terms of library administration. He also advocated approaching research problems from 

the practitioner’s point of view, such as librarians and library administrators, rather than 

from only the academic researcher’s point of view. He wrote, “… some way to reduce 

uncertainty about what course of action to choose is needed and not all kinds of 

uncertainty are helped by research, at least not by academic research.”  (p. 675-676).  He 

believed a different assessment tool was needed, more so than simply a research report, 

because the research calls for decision-making.  In conclusion, he stated:  

If we want research to transform our understanding of librarianship, if we want to 
discover how to provide more sophisticated library services, if something more than 
the minor incremental advances of normal research is wanted, that we need a 
different, bolder strategy.  Areas within our interests that are important, but 
inadequately understood, need to be identified and researchers should be challenged 
to provide new insights using whatever techniques they can. (p. 684) 

Buckland’s approach is practical, but at the same time it reflects a lack of direction and 

cohesiveness in that the vantage point to judge importance is not a clear one.  

Consequently, theories and research methodologies have been adopted from other 

disciplines such as mathematics, communication, business, sociology, and cognitive 

psychology to enhance the research efforts of LIS, but no standard methods have evolved 

from these efforts.   

 Several concepts have been imported from the business management community.   
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Orr (1973), for example, offered the concept of “Library goodness” to aid the objective 

measurement of goodness of the library services. However, Buckland (1982) pointed out 

the difficulty of measuring dimensions such as the social value.  Similarly, Nicholson 

(2004) advocated two points: 1) the importance of evaluation of the library by the use of 

a systematic approach, not a problem-driven approach; and 2) since it is a management 

level of measurement, the holistic approach gives a view of the library as a 

comprehensive system.    

 Other theories and knowledge, such as systems analysis developed in schools of 

Business, have been applied to the improvement of library services.  For example, 

Burkhalter (1968) centers on the systems analysis of a library at the University of 

Michigan.  This case study covers the costs of labor and resources, arrangement of the 

library building, accounting systems for internal purchases and external businesses (e.g., 

copying services), work flows of various library tasks, and reference services to patrons.  

Another example is the case of Chapman, Pierre, & Lubans (1970), who advocated that 

there are six basic library systems that constitute a library.  These six systems are: 1) the 

acquisitions system, 2) the serials control system, 3) an informational system (the 

reference system), 4) the circulation control system, 5) the library administration and 

planning system, and 6) the cataloging system (p. 8).  Another noticeable work for library 

improvement is Lancaster’s (1973) Systems Design and Analysis forLlibraries.  This 

issue focused on applying Total Quality Management (TQM) to library service.  Other 

business-standardized measurement tools applied to library service include ISO 2000 and 

SERVIQUAL.  Inspired by SERVIQUAL, Cook and Heath (2001) created LibQUAL+ to 
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identify the user’s perception of a library service by measuring gaps between the 

expected service and the perceived service. 

 

What is an Ideal Library? 

The search for an ideal library has been hindered by the interaction of four 

seemingly contradicting interacting factors: the social need, the library operation, 

concepts of library science, and concepts of information science. Two significant 

anecdotal accounts by scholars in LIS illustrate the interaction of these four aspects of a 

library.  Miksa (2008) believes that the traditional conceptual framework and the process 

of cataloging are not synchronized with the database architecture of information 

scientists:    

The process of subject analysis and the application of a controlled vocabulary to a 
catalog record requires the cataloger to spend time studying the intellectual 
content and condense and/or translate that 'about-ness' into structured subject 
strings (e.g., a series of main heading and sub-heading terms and phrases).  
Conversely, information scientists have developed complicated algorithms that 
will automatically analyze full-texts and produce keywords used to represent the 
context.  Both approaches serve as access mechanisms to information resources 
via a database system, but do so in what many consider vastly different, and not 
always equal methods.  At present, the process of subject analysis and assignment 
of controlled vocabularies by catalogers are being put aside for faster full-text 
analysis by automatic means.  (Miksa, S.  personal communication, May 7, 2008) 

 
Another anecdotal account describes an immediate denial of a suggestion for improving 

the number of users in a public library by placing vending machines there (O’Connor, 

2008):   

In the late 1980s a mid-size public library invited me to consult on two problems.  
The first was a matter of increasing revenues.  The second was a matter of high 
school students leaving a mess of quick-stop food wrappers on library grounds.  I 
suggested that offering food and drink in the lobby, even if it were just in vending 
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machines, would reduce the mess, would increase library use, and would generate 
at least a modest amount of income.  Despite my arguments and examples, the 
library board rejected the idea of food and the head of the board declared: “I 
would rather close down the library than allow food within its walls.”  (O’Connor, 
personal communication, May 8, 2008) 

 
These anecdotes do not represent all aspects of library issues; however, the former 

anecdote shows the disconnection between library science and information science, and 

the latter anecdote shows the disconnection between the library operation and the 

patrons’ needs (social needs).  The factors relevant to the library as a whole seem to be 

fragmenting the field rather than unifying it.  Clearly, a system is needed that allows the 

productive interaction of all four factors into a coherent subject matter.  To arrive at this 

system, it might be appropriate to momentarily stop looking at the fragmented search for 

an ideal library and to begin again with this question: What is an ideal library? 

Sagan (1980) described a library as an external brain or a warehouse of memory.  

He considered a library as the extension of the brain in that the brain stores memories, 

and utilized memories become knowledge.  In the same way, a library stores memories 

(i.e., documents) in an organized way, and it provides these memories to patrons for their 

use.  This view is not that different from the one held by many librarians, scientists, and 

philosophers with respect to an ideal library.  York (1982) quoted Otis Hall Robinson 

(1876), a librarian at the University of Rochester, on his ideal library: “the door to all 

science, all literature, all art. It is the means of intelligent and profitable recreation, of 

profound technical research, and at the same time of a complete general education.”   

 Almost a hundred years later, Wilson (1977) regarded his fantasy library as one 

that is to “help in the utilization of knowledge and the reduction of costly ignorance” (p. 
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123).  In the same document, Wilson (1977) inquires about the role of libraries: 

What have libraries to do with the utilization of knowledge?  What is, and what 
might be, their role in helping to make the results of inquiry useful in aiding the 
informed conduct of our lives? (p. viii).  

These inquiries still seem to be relevant and are primary concerns to library and 

information scientists.  Even though many aspects of the library have changed, one thing 

that seems constant is the philosophical thoughts about the ideal library: utilization of 

knowledge, which consists of both information and service aspects. 

 

Performance View to Ideal Library 

On one hand, we have library scientists and information scientists dealing with 

information aspects; and on the other hand, librarians are dealing with library service. All 

of these parties need to converge on the utilization of knowledge.  However, as we have 

seen, the field is fragmented and in need of a system to integrate all the factors relevant to 

LIS and its subject matter (see Figure 1).  

So, why would Wilson’s notion of library and Gilbert’s notion of performance are 

so important focuses for this document?  Wilson received the ASSIST Award of Merit in 

2002 for “significant contributions to the field of information science and librarianship,” 

and his writings “have centered on the intersection among knowledge, information and 

human behavior.”  On the other hand, Gilbert is a recognized leader in the International 

Society for Performance Improvement (ISPI) because of the success and impacts to the 

training industry, and was received Outstanding Member and Distinguished Professional 

Achievement award in 1991, with B. F. Skinner.  The name of the award was changed to 
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Thomas F. Gilbert Distinguished Professional Achievement Award in 1996 in honor of 

his contribution to the field.   

 

Figure 1.  Interacting factors leading to an ideal library. 
 
 
 Wilson’s books (1968, 1977, &1983) represent “the most penetrating 

investigation of fundamental ideas in information science and librarianship that anyone 

has yet undertaken.”  Therefore, in this document, Wilson’s thoughts on library are 

considered for Gilbert’s notion of performance.  However, before going into 

performance, following chapter shows the vantage views on performance.   



 

CHAPTER 2  

VANTAGE VIEWS IN THE PERFORMANCE MATRIX 

Perspectives in Library 

 The previous chapter shows that diversified fields are involved in LIS, thereby 

providing multiple perspectives about a library.  However, this view is not specific to 

only the library.  There are different perspectives on any subject matter.  For example, 

when you ask your vegetarian friends why they do not eat beef, you might get a different 

answer from each of them.  It could be because of health issues, religious reasons, 

political reasons, economical reasons, and so on.  So, it is no surprise that we have both 

agreements and disagreements about a subject matter.  In the case of the library, different 

perspectives are made about the context of the library operation, social needs, library 

science, and information science, as described in the previous chapter.  

 Especially, since there are so many sorts of libraries, in order to illustrate, let us 

look at two types of professional views about a library: of a librarian who works at 

reference service and of an information scientist who researches data retrieval for the 

library catalog.  A librarian helps patrons directly by using a catalog system as a mean to 

deliver information about books to these patrons’ needs.  On the other hand, an 

information scientist develops the computer system running the catalog for better 

retrieval of information.  Both cases can fit under the general statement of “utilization of 

knowledge.”  More specifically, the librarian contributes to the utilization of knowledge 
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by helping patrons to find information, and the information scientist contributes to the 

utilization of knowledge by developing a faster method of information retrieval.     

As another example, let us look at the user’s views of a library.  In an introductory 

library class, students discuss their college library.  In the discussion, there were pros and 

cons about their library.  Student A is very concerned about out-of-date computers for the 

catalog search.  Student B is concerned as to why his college needs a library at all.  

Student C is thankful that a reference librarian helped him finding books for his paper for 

his anthropology class.  Student D added to Student C’s comment about the reference 

librarian and says that he heard the library has a good service training system.  Student E 

says that not only he but also his wife could borrow books without a problem.  He 

appreciated that the academic library also served the community at large.  Lastly, Student 

F opposes Student E views because non-students interfere with his borrowing new arrival 

novels.  Student F said the library service should give preference to students for newly 

arrived materials.  These two examples show different perspectives on the subject matter. 

In the first example, vegetarians said they had given up beef for different reasons. In the 

second example, the students had different perspectives on libraries from the library’s 

operational side and the user’s side.  In this second example, all the students’ arguments 

except for Student B’s point to the better utilization of knowledge.  Student B was asking 

about the necessity of the utilization of knowledge per se.  

 

Levels of Vantage Point 

 According to Gilbert (1978), there are six different vantage points in one 
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performance: philosophical, cultural, policy, strategic, tactics, and logistics.  He argues 

that disagreements among people do not result from applying different standards of 

value, but by observing the same event or condition from different vantage points.  At the 

philosophical level, things are considered in terms of ideals that transcend cultures.  At 

the cultural level, things are considered with respect to the goal of the larger culture in 

which the performance occurs.  At the policy level, things are seen in terms of missions 

of subcultures (i.e., institutions and organizations).  At the strategic level, things are seen 

in term of responsibilities or roles to be performed.  At the tactical level, things are 

considered in terms of duties or tasks. At the logistics level, things are seen in terms of 

schedules, materials, facilities, and other resources required.  Table 1 is adapted from 

Gilbert’s original summary of the levels of vantage and their context. 

Levels of vantage point can be divided into three sections: 1) the general context 

(philosophical and cultural), 2) the institutional context (policy, strategic, and tactics), 

and 3) time and supply management (logistics; see Figure 2).  

 Let us now return to the discussion of the introductory library class example about 

the patrons’ views of the library.  Student A’s point was that the deficit in the supply of 

information occurred because of out-of-date computers.  That is a logistic view.  Student 

B’s statement of asking about the necessity of a library is at the philosophical level.  The 

statement of Student C’s experience with a reference librarian is a view of the tactics, 

because helping to find books is an actual task of the reference librarian.  Student D’s 

statement about the good reputation of a reference librarian’s training is a view at the 

strategic level, because he does not specify tasks: he talks about the responsibilities of 



 

Table 1  
 
Gilbert's Original Summary of the Levels of Vantage and Their Context 
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Figure 2. Levels of vantage point, divided into three sections. 
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reference librarians. Student E’s view is at the cultural level, because not only the student 

but also the student’s family can check out documents.  Last, Student F’s complaint about  

the shortage of the items to be checked out would be the view at the logistic level; 

however, who can check out materials from the academic library is about the purpose of 

the library, which is at the policy level. 

 

Other Applications 

 The levels of vantage points can apply to other performances.  As another 

example, let us look at the case of the exporting the US beef after the Bovine Spongiform 

Encephalopathy (BSE) was reported.  The BSE is also known as “mad cow disease.”  

Here is a brief background of the issue. Since the first BSE was reported in September 

2001 in Japan, the Japanese government required all cows be tested for BSE starting in 

October 2001.  In the U.S., the BSE was reported on a Washington State cow that was 

born in Canada in December 2003.  The day after the Department of Agriculture (USDA) 

report, the Japanese government stopped importing the U.S. beef.  It was stopped until 

there was an agreement between the countries, and the most critical difference was the 

testing methodologies for the BSE:  All cows are tested, or only samples are tested.  The 

Japanese government required a test for all the cows to be exported, whereas the U.S. 

government responded that they did not need to test all the cows because their testing 

system is statistically sound. 

 If the relationship between the two countries is considered, keeping this good 

relationship is an ideal for world peace.  If the current economics of the world are 
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considered, importing and exporting of commodities are encouraged to enhance the 

quality of life for both the U.S. and Japan.  However, these two countries carry different 

domestic laws and policies.  Aside from the political dealings and considerations at the 

traders’ level, they secure lines for exporting and importing, and they are always ready to 

locate labor for the operation.  All the operational processes are controlled by time and 

equipment.   

With this given background, let us look at this issue in terms of the issues of the 

performance of beef commerce.  The target performance in this case is the trade between 

the U.S. and Japan.  The Japanese government decided to ban importing the U.S. beef 

until the U.S. government required the testing of all the cows to be exported.  In this 

context, there are several vantage points (Table 2).  Once the target performance is set  

(in this case, it is the trade of beef between the U.S. and Japan), the focus is on importing 

the U.S. beef.   

 A question at the philosophical level is “Why do Japan and the U.S. trade?”  A 

question at the cultural level is “What does importing the U.S. beef have to do with 

Japan?”   A question at the policy level is “What is the purpose of importing the U.S. beef 

to Japan?”  A question at the strategic level is “What is the best way to import the U.S. 

beef to Japan?”  A question at the tactics level is “How to import the U.S. beef to Japan 

in terms of the tasks?”  And last, a question at the logistics level is “How does importing 

the U.S. beef to Japan work in terms of the time and supply?”   



 

Table 2  
 
Levels of Vantage Point of Japan Importing US Beef 
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Levels of Vantage Point of Library Performance 

 How, then, can Gilbert’s view of levels of vantage point be applied to library 

performance?  These levels are considered in terms of what is accomplished at each level.   

The model of accomplishment at the philosophical level is contained in the answer to the 

question “Why do we need a library?”  The answer there is “utilization of knowledge.” 

The accomplishment at the cultural level is derived from the answer to the question 

“What does a library to have to do with society?”  The answer is “to stock knowledge.”  

The model of accomplishment at the policy level is provided by the question, “What is 

the purpose of the library?”  The answer is “dissemination of knowledge.”   The 

accomplishment at the strategic level is provided by the question “What are the jobs or 

responsibilities of the library?”  The answer is “the storage, retrieval and service of 

information.” Then the question “How will the jobs be done?” is asked at the tactical 

level.  Last, “How does the library work in terms of the time and supply?”  Figure 3 

shows the vantage levels of the library.  

 Once the library vantage points are recognized, they can guide the organization 

and analysis of the contributions of the various scholars in LIS.  Figure 4 shows the 

literature cited in Chapter 1 organized according to their contribution at each vantage 

level.  At the philosophical level, the references of Wilson (1977), Otis Hall Robinson 

(York, 1876), and Sagan (1980) answer the question of “Why do we need a library?” 

 At the cultural level, Wilson (1977) Otis Hall Robinson (York, 1876), and Sagan 

(1980) are concerned with the significance of the library and its interaction with society. 
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Figure 3. Vantage levels of the library.



   

 

Figure 4. Literature cited in chapter 1, organized according to their contribution at each 
vantage level. 
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 At the policy level, the question “What is the purpose of the library?” is addressed 

by Wilson (1977), the quote of Otis Hall Robinson (York, 1876), by Buckland (2003, 

2007), and the documents by the ALA, ASIST, and ALISE. 

 At the strategic level, the question “What does the library do?” is addressed by 

Hjørland, (2005); Saracevic, (1992, 1999); Buckland & Liu, (1995); Bates (1999, 2005, 

2007); Wilson (1980); Buckland (1982, 1998, 2003, 2007); Miksa (1992, 1996, 2007); 

White, Bates, & Wilson (2007); Burkhalter, ed., (1968), Cook & Heath (2001), Orr 

(1973); Nicholson (2004), Chapman, et al. (1970); Library Trends, April 1973, Journal of 

Library Administration (1993), and Cutter (1904).   

 At the tactical level, the question, “How are the jobs going to be done?” is 

addressed by Wilson (1977), White, Bates, & Wilson (1992), Miksa, F. (2007), White 

(1992), Buckland (1998), Ranganathan (1931), and Cutter (1904). 

 At the logistic level, Ranganathan’s (1931) fifth law, “a library is a growing 

organism,” addresses the question of “How does the library work in terms of the time and 

supply?”  

 Figure 4 showed that most of the writings about a library are concerned with the 

strategic and tactical levels.  Few scholars have addressed the philosophical, cultural and 

policy levels.  It is noteworthy, though, that Wilson’s (1977) book covered five out of six 

levels. 

 This chapter showed that the levels of vantage have widespread utility.  To 

complete the analysis, one important concept remains to be explained: Performance.  The 
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notion of Gilbert’s (1978) Performance includes the value, as well as Wilson’s (1977) 

views of library.   



   

CHAPTER 3  

PERFORMANCE AS A UNIT OF LIBRARY ANALYSIS 

The previous chapter introduced the levels of vantage points making up the 

performance matrix, and it showed how these levels can be used to analyze a particular 

subject (e.g., importing U,S. beef, searching for an ideal library). These levels, however, 

need to be understood in terms of performance.  Performance unfortunately is sometimes 

confused with behavior.  This is not the case in Gilbert’s system.  So, what is 

performance?  Why is it so important to the library?  And, why is so central to the 

Performance Matrix?  All answers lie in Gilbert’s (1978) leisurely theorems.  Gilbert 

developed these theorems based upon economic worth.  That is, what happens when 

human capital increases?  At the individual level, each person gains more leisure time, 

which would impact his/her quality of life (QOL), which in turn will impact the leisure of 

the organization itself.   

 

What is Performance? 

Gilbert (1974) conceptualized performance as a composite of behavior and 

accomplishment (Figure 5).  Behavior (SD  R) is the organism’s movement in a frame 

of reference provided by the environment or the organism itself (Skinner, 1938).   

Gilbert’s (1974) accomplishment (A) is what the behavior achieves.  Behavior is a 

means, and its consequence is the end. It is important to note that Gilbert is offering a 

new unit of analysis that involves units of behavior and accomplishments. His view is
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Figure 5. Performance (from Gilbert, 1974, p. 11). 
 
 
that behavior by itself has no value, and that “most people look at behavior for the sake of 

behavior (Gilbert, 1978).”  In other words, most people look at behavior for its own sake 

rather than for what that behavior accomplishes. For example, we can look at the 

behavior of a patron searching for a particular book. In the presence of a reference 

librarian, the patron asks for a book about the moon  (Figure 6).     

 

 

Figure 6. Patron's behavior. 
 
 
However, with only this information, we do not know if the behavior is relevant, 

valuable, or effective.  What has been accomplished?  If we add the consequence we 

expand our interpretation and perhaps we can say that the behavior was effective since 

the patron gets a book (Figure 7).  But is it valuable? We cannot tell. 
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Figure 7. Accomplishment of patron's behavior. 
 
 
If we add the context, we greatly expand our analysis and will be in the position to 

evaluate if the performance is valuable (Figure 8). 

 

Figure 8. Performance system. 
 
 
If the patron needs to write about the properties of the moon, and the book introduces the 

moon, its properties, formation, and exploration, then we can say that the performance is 

relevant and valuable to the extent that the patron needs an introduction to the moon.  If 

the patron instead gets the “Moon Book” by Kim Long (1988), which is about the motion 

of the moon and the various calendars systems, the performance might be considered 

irrelevant and worthless to the patron. The context then gives value to performance. 

Wilson (1977) reflected the same sentiment when he said: 
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Whatever might be the purposes for which books are written, their use in 
information service consists simply in their constituting already prepared answers 
to questions. (p. 105). 
 
In general, the analysis of performance should proceed by first determining the 

context, second the accomplishment, and third, the behavior. 

 

Worthy Performance: The First Leisurely Theorem 

Gilbert (1978) further differentiates between valuable and worthy performance.  

In his example of a young man’s hunt for rabbits, he states: 

… But is the performance worth it?  Suppose that we really do value the rabbits 
we have taught the hunter to kill.  But our hunter requires an expensive rifle, 
charges us heavily for his services, and uses a lot of ammunition.  Although we 
may value his accomplishment, we will not find the performance worthy because 
his behavior costs us too much.  Our engineering, then, is a failure.  So, what we 
really want to engineer is not just valuable performance, but worthy performance 
– in which the value of the accomplishment exceeds the cost of the behavior 
(p.16). 

 
Gilbert determines the worth of any action by its value and cost.  The value is derived 

from the accomplishment and the cost is derived from the behavior, and the context 

allows us to interpret the worth (Figure 9):     

 

Figure 9. Diagram of the first leisurely theorem. 
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Gilbert defines human competence in the following way: 

Human competence is a function of worthy performance (W), which is a function 
of the ratio of valuable accomplishments (A) to costly behavior (B).  
In short,  

   W = A / B (p. 18) 
 

This is the first leisurely theorem, which helps to establish our models (i.e., the 

performance we want) and corresponds to the first column of the performance matrix. 

 Wilson expressed similar elements of this first theorem very well when he said: 

The collection of information and its mastery and application in decision making 
are simply means to the end of satisfactory life situation; if we can attain the end 
without effort, we will do so (p. 122).   
 

In this statement, the valuable accomplishment (A) is the satisfactory life situation and 

the costly behavior that goes into decision making (B).  This model of accomplishment 

corresponds to the philosophical level.  At the policy level, we can cite Smith (2008, 

interviewed by Satterfield (2008): “the goal is to provide trouble free access and to get 

the rich intellectual content off the shelves and into peoples’ hands.  Some of the items 

are incredibly rare and valuable, but they are here to be used, and appreciated (p. 8).”   

The valuable accomplishment is to get the intellectual content into people’s hands, and 

the costly behavior is access.  As from the first theorem, “leisurely” here is used in a very 

specific and technical sense.  In this context, the word “leisure” is defined as “if we learn 

to get more leisure, and better use what leisure we have, it will not be too late so soon 

(Gilbert, 1978; p. 11)." 
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The Second Leisurely Theorem 

Once that we know what we want, we now need to know if we got what we want 

or how close we are to what we want.  This is the theme of the second leisurely theorem 

and corresponds to the second column of the performance matrix.  The second leisurely 

theorem helps to determine the discrepancy between what we got and what we want. 

The second leisurely theorem states:   

Typical competence is inversely proportional to the potential for improving 
performance (the PIP), which is the ration of exemplary performance to typical 
performance.  The ratio, to be meaningful, must be stated for an identifiable 
accomplishment, because there is no "general quality of competence."  In 
shorthand, this theorem states that: 

PIP = Wex/Wt (p. 30) 

(where Wex is exemplary worth index and Wt is the typical worth index) 

Let us imagine that we know the best library cataloger.  Her performance is called 

the exemplary performance.  Other catalog librarians are called typical performers  

(different from the average).  Typical performance is not the average performance.  First 

we need to calculate the worth index of each performance.  The exemplary cataloger 

produces 100 cataloged books in an hour; at the hourly wage of $10, the worth index is 

10.  This number comes from by applying the formula of the first theorem W= A/B.  The 

typical cataloguer produces 50 cataloged books in an hour at the same hourly wage, 

rendering a worth index of 5.  The ratio of the exemplary worth index of cataloging to the 

typical worth index of cataloging is 2.  This ratio is called the potential for improving 

performance (PIP).  The PIP can be used to compare any two performances 

independently of their being considered exemplary or not. We can compare our typical 
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cataloguer with another typical cataloguer who produces 90 cataloged books in an hour at 

the same wage, rendering a worth index of 9.  In this case, the PIP is 1.1. 

To make use of this conceptual tool, we need to know what to measure so we can 

compare the measurements. Gilbert offers three requirements for measuring 

accomplishments (see Table 3):  Quality, Quantity (productivity), and Cost.  Quality 

includes accuracy (i.e., correct catalog entry, etc.), class (i.e., physical measure, opinion 

ratings, etc.), and novelty (i.e., how original and/or new the thing, event, topic, etc. is). 

Quantity includes rate (i.e., time-sensitive bulk: putting returned books back on the shelf, 

etc.), timelines (i.e., paperwork meeting the due date), and volume (i.e., not time-

sensitive bulk: how many books ordered). Cost includes labor (relates to behavior 

repertoires: i.e., benefits, wages, etc.), material (relates to environmental support: i.e., 

supplies, tools, etc.), and management (i.e., supervision, administrative costs, etc.). Once 

we know the performance we want and how to measure it, we are in the position of 

knowing if the performance needs changing.  The third leisurely theorem introduces the 

methods for performance improvement.   

Table 3  
 
Definitions of the Dimensions of Three Requirements for Measure Performance 
 

1. Quality 

a. Accuracy.  The degree to which an accomplishment matches a model 
without errors of omission or commission. 

b. Class.  Comparative superiority of an accomplishment, beyond mere 
accuracy.  For example, two short stories may both be technically 
accurate; but one is more effective, appealing or sells better.  Several kinds 
of units may be used to measure class: 

(table continues) 
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Table 3 (continued). 

i. Market value, or simply what something sells for:  High-quality 
(class) furniture is likely to bring a higher price.   

ii. Judgment points; show dogs are judged and given points – so 
many for erect ears, and so on.  Olympic acrobats and skaters are 
similarly judged.  It is a system widely used, both formally and 
informally.   

iii. Physical measures:  Chemists and engineers often rate 
accomplishments by simply measuring some quality.  A batch of 
rubber that is too soft is assigned to lower-quality lots to be used in 
an application that does not require high quality.   

iv. Opinion ratings:  In these, people are polled and can respond as 
they like.  A film wins an Oscar, or a ballplayer’s performance is 
judged “most valuable” by people who are not given a point 
system or market criteria to follow.   

Each of these measures of class can have its usefulness but the definition 
of class is inherent in the method of measurement adopted. 
   

c. Novelty.  Inventors, artists, and designers often strive to achieve this.  For 
inventors, the measure that might be applied is useful variance along some 
important dimension – such as gas millage in an auto engine.  If an 
inventor develops a system for getting 100 miles per gallon without 
sacrificing other qualities, the accomplishment is truly novel. For artists, 
we probably have to resort to a judgmental point system or an opinion 
rating.   

a. Quality combinations.  Sometimes, quality is clearly the product of more 
than one quality requirement.  The great gasoline inventor must preserve 
accuracy and produce novelty; if either is missing, the quality is zero.  The 
dimension we assign to these accomplishments would be expressed as 
requirement products, such as Q = f (a・n). 

2. Quantity (or Productivity) 

a. Rate. This is the most common measure of productivity, and it applies 
when “bulk” is time-sensitive: “pieces produced per hour” or “time to 
completion.”   

(table continues) 
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Table 3 (continued). 

b. Timeliness.  It applies when time, not bulk, is the key consideration: 
“getting Cinderella home before midnight”; “a letter mailed before 
sundown”; “a manufacturing line running by the time the night shift 
arrives.”   

c. Volume.  This applies when bulk is important but is not time-sensitive.  
“How many fish did you catch?” or “How many sales did you make?” 

3. Cost 

a. Labor.  The amount expended on purchasing all the necessary labor to 
make an accomplishment, including direct overhead, benefits, wages, 
insurance, and taxes. 

b. Material.  All material costs required to make an accomplishment, 
including supplies, tools, space, energy. 

c. Management.  By this I mean supervision, its supports, public taxes, and 
internal allocations of general and administrative costs associated with an 
accomplishment. 

 
 

(From Gilbert (1978) p. 45-47.) 

 

The Third Leisurely Theorem 

Since the behavior aspect of performance is the means to an end (the value), 

naturally the focus of the third leisurely theorem is behavior.  By reducing the cost of 

behavior, we increase the value. The cause of costly behavior (B) can be broken down 

into two elements: the performer’s repertory (P), and the performer’s work environment 

(E).  This is directly derived from the definition of behavior.  Behavior is the product of 

both repertory and environment.  B = P・E.  The total cost of behavior is the sum of 

paying for the person’s repertory and paying for the working environment (P + E).  

Worthy performance can be represented as follows: 
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                                                 A           A                A 
                                       W = ----- = ----------  --------- 
                                                 B        P + E          P・E 

Another factor involved in performance improvement is the management system.   If any 

system is not performing to expectation, the fault can be either on the repertory, the 

environment, or the management. For example, suppose Ms. Bukii’s job as a librarian is 

to help people with their homework and research questions.  According to her boss, she is 

not performing as expected.  To figure out what to change, we look at P, E, and M. 

P.  Ms. Bukii has not been properly trained; or, she might have a disability to do the 

specific task; or perhaps she is not motivated (pay is extremely low). 

E.   Some equipment at work was defective (disconnected from the Internet, etc.). 

M.  In either case, the manager (Ms. Bukii’s boss) had to change.   

Gilbert (1978) expressed these factors in his third leisurely theorem: 

For any given accomplishment, a deficiency in performance always has as its 
immediate cause a deficiency in a behavior repertory (P), or in the environment 
that supports the repertory (E), or in both.  But its ultimate cause will be found in 
a deficiency of the management system (M).  (p. 76)  
 
In order to facilitate the analysis of the repertory and its supporting environment, 

Gilbert devised the behavior engineering model (BEM).  BEM is a two-by-three matrix 

describing the various aspects of behavior that can be improved by the manager.  The top 

row corresponds to the environmental supports (E) and the bottom row to the person’s 

repertoire (P).  The columns correspond to the three terms of the operant contingency: 

Discriminative stimulus, response, and reinforcer. Gilbert re-labeled these terms as 

information, instrumentation, and motivation.  Figure 10 shows the matrix of the 

behavior engineering model and the general descriptions of each cell.  
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Figure 10. General description of behavior engineering model (from Gilbert, 1978, p. 
83). 

 

The BEM provides a way to determine the sources of deficiency of the librarian 

searching for a book using the online catalog (see Figure 11). With respect to the 

environment (E), we can ask: Are the inputs (data) clear?  Are the tools (instruments) 

working properly? Can the book be found (incentives)?  With respect to the librarian’s 

repertoire (P), we can ask:  Does the librarian know how to (knowledge) use the online 

catalog? Is the librarian able (capacity) to operate the online catalog?  Does it matter 

(motives) to the librarian if the book is found? 
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Figure 11. Behavior engineering model of librarian's searching books by online catalog. 
 

The Fourth Leisurely Theorem 

 The first three leisurely theorems refer to the three stages of analysis required by 

the system of performance engineering. The first leisurely theorem guides the selection of 

the models of accomplishment, the second leisurely theorem guides the selection of the 

measure of deficiency, and the third leisurely theorem guides the selection of the methods  

of improvement.  The fourth leisurely theorem states that the analysis should be carried 

out at different levels: 

We can view human accomplishments at several levels of generality, and the 
values we assign to these accomplishments at each level will be derived from the 
level just above them. (p. 112)  
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 Gilbert’s levels of generality were described in Chapter 2.  They are: 

philosophical, cultural, policy, strategic, tactical, and logistic levels.  These levels are 

closely interconnected such that each level will be derived from the level just above it. 

Determination of the accomplishment at the philosophical level comes first.  After that, 

the value of cultural level will be derived; the value of policy level will be derived from 

the cultural level; the value of strategic level will be derived from the policy level; the 

value of the tactics level will be derived from the strategic level; and the value of logistics 

level will be derived from the tactical level. In this way the process of analysis always 

goes from the general to the specific.  Thus we proceed first with our analysis of the ideal 

at the philosophical level, knowing that this allows us to set up goals for a particular 

culture; these goals will allow us to set up policies that in turn will allow us to set up jobs, 

that in turn will allow us to focus on the behaviors to carry out those jobs, and so on.  

Because the analysis is engineering in nature, the analysis takes the following steps.  

After setting models of accomplishment for all levels, typical performances are compared 

with the exemplary performances.  Then the gap from the comparison is improved by 

implementing a method of improvement. After the intervention, the performance is 

compared with the exemplary performance to see if there are gaps.  Measurement 

continues even if the performance becomes exemplary at some point (see Figure 12). 

Combining the vantage levels with the three stages of analysis makes up a three by six 

performance matrix.  This performance matrix is used to facilitate the description, 

analysis, and creation interventions for improvement.  In addition, Gilbert considered this 

matrix as a “communication matrix (p. 121),” since it allows communication with people 
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who have different vantage views on the same performance. In Chapter 2, the 

performance matrix was used to organize the writings of scholars in LIS about the ideal 

library. The following chapter shows the complete performance matrix and how to use it 

to create a general model of library competence that will allow us to evaluate how close 

we are to an ideal library.  

 

Figure 12. The performance matrix: cycles of analysis.



   

CHAPTER 4  

THE PERFORMANCE MATRIX 

Figure 13 shows a general model of the ideal library.  Although there are many 

different types of libraries, the basic components should be shared among all libraries.  In 

this sense, the performance matrix represents all of them. In Chapter 2, the models of 

accomplishment were introduced and discussed; this chapter includes all the elements of 

the performance matrix.  

 

Levels within the Performance Matrix 

Philosophical Level 

The model of accomplishment at this level is the utilization of knowledge (ideal).   

Wilson’s (1977, p. vii) quote, “what have libraries to do with the utilization of 

knowledge?” is significant at this level.  In order to measure deficiencies of the utilization 

of knowledge, we should determine to what extent people are not utilizing knowledge 

(integrity).  If people are utilizing knowledge, there is no need for further analysis at this 

level.  If there is a performance gap between the ideal and integrity in the utilization of 

knowledge, then methods of improvement are needed.  At this level, the recommended 

method is to adopt a commitment such as the improvement of knowledge utilization and 

generalization.
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Figure 13. The performance matrix of an ideal library. 
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Cultural Level 

 The model of accomplishment at this level is to stock knowledge (goals).  Wilson 

(1977) captures this level when he said: “Scholars and scientists engage in attempts tot 

make contributions to a public body of knowledge about the world.” (p. 3). In order to 

measure the deficiencies of this goal, we should be able to determine to what extent that 

existing knowledge is not available to people (conformity).  The methods needed are a set 

of procedures or laws to achieve cultural values. At this level, the recommendation is to 

adopt a policy such as the creation of libraries and information centers. 

 

Policy Level 

The model of accomplishment at this level is the dissemination of information 

(missions).  The highlight of this level is in Wilson (1977), “knowledge should be 

available to all, and the more needed, the more readily available” (p. 121).  In order to 

measure deficiencies of missions, we should look at how well people are informed 

(worth).  When there is a performance gap exists between missions and worth, consider 

the establishment of programs to make knowledge accessible. 

 

Strategic Level 

The model of accomplishment at this level is the storage, retrieval and service of 

information (responsibilities).  In order to measure deficiencies at the level of 

responsibilities, we need to know to what extent people are finding the information they 
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need (value).   The methods to fill this performance gap (strategies) are the theories and 

procedures to optimally find the needed information. 

 

Tactics Level 

The model of accomplishment at this level is a list of the tasks for cataloging, 

tasks for reference service, tasks for bibliographic instruction, tasks for administration, 

and tasks for collection development (duties). In order to measure deficiencies at the level 

of duties we need to know to what extent the environment and behavior are not 

exemplary (cost).  To fill this performance gap of incompetent task performances, we 

need better behavior and tools.   

 

Logistics Level 

The model of accomplishment at this level is the list of what is needed to 

complete the tasks: schedule and supply (schedules).  In order to measure deficiencies of 

schedules, we should find the performance gap between the materials and the timeline to 

complete the operation (material needs).  If a gap is found in material needs, then 

programs of material needs need to be created and also programs to adjust the time to 

complete an operation (supplies). 

 

Using the Performance Matrix to Analyze an  
Existing Academic Library 

 
 The University of North Texas Library System is a mid-size academic library, 

which includes the Dallas Campus Library, Media, Music, Research Park, Science, 
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Information and Technology, and the Willis Library.  According to the fact sheet, all 

together, this library holds almost six million cataloged items, and in a variety of formats.  

General circulation transactions were 455,460 in the fiscal year of 2007, and the number 

of reference questions asked was about 1352 per week.      

 The purpose of using the UNT Library System, as a case in point, is to show that 

we can look at any existing or future library in terms of its performance.  For this 

analysis, the information was acquired from the home page of the University of North 

Texas Libraries.  Because the source of the data comes only from the Web, there is an 

obvious limitation.  The analysis shows the UNT Libraries’ models of accomplishment, 

and then indicates the necessary information required to complete the analysis. 

Figure 14 shows the performance matrix for the University of North Texas 

Libraries.  Since this matrix is developed from the generic model developed previously, 

each level of the generic model is added to the matrix. At the philosophical level, the 

ideals of the UNT Libraries, no statement addressing this level was on the UNT Library 

Web site.   

At the cultural level, the goals of the UNT Libraries are stated:   

The Libraries strive to acquire, preserve, or provide access to all types of 
information sources, internal and external, necessary to meet the needs of its 
primary clientele, the students, faculty and staff of UNT.  
The Libraries must balance access to and ownership of information resources in 
accomplishing this primary goal.  (Website) 
 
At the tactics level, duties for the UNT Libraries are not available on the Web. In 

order to do a good analysis in this cell, communication with UNT Library personnel is 

necessary.  At this level, a direct observation of the task is required.  
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 At the logistics level, the schedules for the UNT Libraries are also not available 

through the library Web site. 

 

Figure 14. The performance matrix of the University of North Texas Libraries (continues 
on next page). 
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Figure 14 (continued). 
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Figure 14 (continued). 
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Figure 14 (last page). 
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Figure 15. Organization chart of the UNT Libraries. 
 

 
Using the Performance Matrix to Create Online Special Library 

 The process of creating a new library collection is the same as the one to inquire 

about an ideal library or to analyze an existing one.  The example to follow shows how 

the performance matrix was used to create an online special library for the research of the 

late psychologist, Dr. Beatrice Barrett.  The levels of accomplishment are set up first; 

then the measures, and last the methods.  

 

Background 

Dr. Barrett conducted research from the 1960s to the 1990s with mentally 

retarded children at the Fernald State School in Boston, Massachusetts.  She was the 
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principal investigator of the operant behavior research lab.  From the several lines of 

research she conducted, an online collection was specifically designed for her research on 

the Simultaneous Discrimination and Differentiation (SIDAD).  The purpose of this 

research was to develop a diagnostic system of behavioral abilities for the mentally 

retarded population that would be more useful than the IQ.  To the end, she measured the 

differentiation of the plungers (M1 and M2 in Figure 16), the discrimination of light 

on/off, and then both differentiation and discrimination together.  

 
Figure 16. SIDAD experiment. 
 

Figure 17 shows the process used to determine the levels of accomplishment. At 

the philosophical level, this question was asked: Why do we need a new collection.   
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Figure 17. Levels of vantage point of online special digital collection of behavior 
analysis data. 
 
 
From several lines of research, Dr. Barrett believed that her research on the Simultaneous 

Discrimination and Differentiation (SIDAD) was very promising.  To this end she used a 
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unique free operant procedure that allowed her to study the differentiation and 

discrimination separately and together.  She was able to differentiate different patterns of 

responding she thought were useful for diagnostics.  The utilization of human free 

operant research methods and results for the betterment of human behavior fulfills 

philosophical level. 

At the cultural level, the question was asked: what does Barrett collection has to 

do with society?  Although three publications were available, they were buried or not 

easily available.  Only a few behavior analysts knew about this research.  It is very 

important to make graphs generated from this research available as references for the 

continuation of the line of research.  So the answer at the cultural level was to stock Dr. 

Barrett’s research accomplishments in a digital format.  

At the policy level, it was asked: What is the purpose of Barrett collection? Since 

the Barrett’s research accomplishments are unknown for the most part, a decision was 

made to publicize them.  The answer at the cultural level is to disseminate Dr. Barrett’s 

methods and research accomplishments, so they can be further researched or used by 

other disciplines such as neuroscience.  

At the strategic level, this question was asked: What does the Barrett collection 

do?  The collection is intend to digitally store and present Barret’s methods and results 

and make it accessible online. Typically, six graphs were produced per experimental 

session.   

1) C1M1 graph: When C1 light lit, pulled plunger M1 

2) C1M2: When C1 light lit, pulled plunger M2 
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3) C2M1: When C2 light lit, pulled plunger M1 

4) C2M2: When C2 light lit, pulled plunger M2 

5) RinSR: Pull plunger while candy and pennies are delivered for pulling M1 

plunger 10 times when C1 light lit 

6) M1+M2: Pull both M1 and M2 plungers at the same time regardless of the 

condition. 

At the tactical level, it was asked: how does the Barrett collection work in terms 

of the tasks?  The answer was that there were five different duties: 1) Preparation of 

collection, 2) Digitizing graphs, 3) Building database, 4) Building interface, and 5) 

Describe related terms.  Lastly, the question of logistics asked how Barrett collection 

works in terms of the time and supply? The oversight committee wanted the product to be 

completed in two years and provided funding for the project. 

Figure 18 shows the performance matrix, but with the focus on the measures and 

methods. 

 At the philosophical level, there has been very little impact of SIDAD research 

with respect to the understanding of human behavior (integrity).  Therefore, the decision 

was to promote SIDAD methods to study human behavior (commitment).  At the cultural 

level, SIDAD was not recognized as a useful method to study human behavior 

(conformity).  Therefore, the decision was to create an online SIDAD collection that 

showed the virtues of SIDAD (policy).  At the policy level, the “worth” of the collection 

could be measured in terms of citations and new research derived by the SIDAD 

methods.  Therefore, the decision was to make SIDAD data and methods readily 
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accessible and to publicize them (programs).  At the strategic level, the “value” of the 

online digital library is examined against an exemplary standard. Is it exemplary?  If not, 

the procedures should be improved to make SDIAD information easy to find (strategies). 

 

Figure 18. The performance matrix of online special digital collection (continues on next 
page). 
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Figure 18 (continued). 
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Figure 18 (continued). 
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Figure 18 (last page). 
 
 
At the tactical level, the measure is the cost of the behavior required for preparing and 

digitizing graphs, building a database, building an interface, and describing related terms. 

To facilitate the task, procedures were well described with the help of job aids; and 

personnel training were used where needed.  At the logistics level, a list of needed 

materials was generated, a time line outlining the stages of the project was drawn, and the 

materials needed were bought.  

 The purpose of the above presentation is to outline the overall considerations to 

build a library collection.  The detail is not provided.  Here is an example of some of the 

procedures to digitize the graphs at the tactical level. 

 

Digitizing Graphs   

The tasks for digitizing graphs were divided into three parts:  physical 
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preservation, equipment selection, and scanning.  Because the graphs are old, and the 

papers very thin and were not optimally stored, the graphs had to be ironed.  During the 

ironing of the creases, the rusty paperclips were changed to plastic ones, and the graphs 

were filed using acid-free folders.  After some search and deliberation about the best way 

to digitally capture the graphs, the decision was made to use a flat bed scanner for 

digitization.  Last, with respect to issues about the budget and the schedule, the decision 

was made not to outsource the scanning.  The next step was then to devise a program to 

ensure the quality of the scanned digital files.  First, an expert showed us how to digitize, 

and from this lesson written steps were developed to ensure that the quality of digitization 

was kept uniform.  Moreover, the written steps were modified several times to improve 

the process of digitization.   

Figures 19-22 show the interface used to select the subject, the session number, 

and graphs.  Figure 19 shows the initial screen shot of the data archive page.  In this page, 

a subject was selected by “Select an item,” a pull-down menu under the “Subject” label.  

After choosing the subject, the session number could be selected (Figure 20).  By 

selecting the session, all the graphs of the session are shown on the screen (Figure 21).  A 

section labeled “Research Summary” shows additional information about the subject.  

Clicking any graph opens another window to show the actual size of the graph (Figure 

22). (http://beabarrettlegacy.org). 
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Figure 19. Interface of the online digital library: 1. 
 
 

 

Figure 20. Interface of the online digital library: 2. 
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Figure 21. Interface of  the online digital library: 3. 
 

 

Figure 22. Actual size of the graph in a pop-up window. 



   

CHAPTER 5  

TO THE POINT OF USING THE PERFORMANCE MATRIX IN LIS 

Ideal Library: Synthesis of Wilson and Gilbert 

The current document showed that Gilbert’s performance matrix could be used to 

(1) to construct a general model of an ideal library, (2) to analyze and see the potential for 

improving an existing library, and (3) to guide the development of a new library 

collection.  The performance matrix is based on a teleonomic posture that “focuses on the 

results or products of behavior (and other events) and views behavior as only one of the 

inputs or “causal” variables.” (p. 10). According to Gilbert the purpose of performance 

engineering is: 

to increase human capital, which can be defined as the product of time and 
opportunity.  Opportunities without time to pursue them mean nothing.  And time, 
dead on our hands, affording no opportunities, has even less value.  The beginning 
point of performance engineering is therefore human potential; its end point is the 
increase of human capital.  We can best convert human potential into human 
capital by proceeding in an orderly and sensible manner.  All we mean by any 
technology is an orderly and sensible set of procedure for converting potential 
into capital (p. 12). 
 

Similarly, Wilson (1977) was focused on the results of the ideal library and also wanted 

to increase human capital, that is, public knowledge.  By reducing costly ignorance, the 

public knowledge would increase.  This is inherently a statement about human 

competence. Wilson’s views about the library are centralized by this concern: How can 

libraries facilitate the use of knowledge. Wilson (1977) wrote:
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The collection of information and its mastery and application in decision making 
are simply means to the end of satisfactory life situation; if we can attain the end 
without effort, we will do so (p. 122).   
 
The performance matrix fits well into Wilson’s thinking and was used to provide 

a generalized model for LIS. Both Wilson and Gilbert share a common ground of 

inductive and engineering approach for problem solving guided by teleonomics: which 

combine the Greek words for “laws” (nomos) of “ends” (teleos). 

 

Interdisciplinary Issues 

 As LIS grew larger, it became more interdisciplinary (see Bates, 2005; Buckland 

& Liu, 1995; Miksa, F., 1992, 1996; White, Bates, & Wilson, 1992); and in a way, it 

started to loose its identity. Buckland (2007) stated:  

The usual approach when developing new programs in this field has been to 
combine the notoriously ill-defined notion of information with an invocation of 
interdisciplinarity.  This process leads to an incoherent collage. 

 
 The “incoherent collage” is due in part to the struggle between two seemingly 

opposing stands: Information Science and Library Science, surrounded by eclecticism.  

The performance matrix offers a different system: 

…a goal-directed, or teleonomic, posture that seeks the problem rather than the 
solution; knowing that when the problem is sufficiently well defined, the solution 
will often be self-evident.  The teleonomic point of view has no ideological 
commitment to special means and solutions; and a solution is never judged by its 
ideological flavor, but only by four properties: its relevance, its efficiency, its 
coherence at different levels of analysis, and its legality (p. 312). 
 

 At this point, Wilson (2002) emphasized the importance of being an “engineer” 

rather than being a scientist in LIS, on accepting the ASIST award of merit.  He then 

continued, “(But) I’m no engineer myself.”  At the end of his speech, he concluded: 
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Finally, when you see that you have to study knowledge production in order to 
understand the products, you are almost inevitably led on to ask about the extent 
to which knowledge is actually embodied in textual products and to pin down the 
actual roles of textual objects in the immense social process of the production, 
distribution and utilization of knowledge or information.  You become just as 
interested in seeing where they fail to play a role or are easily avoided as where 
they are useful and necessary.  So for me information science and technology has 
been a fascinating combination of engineering, an odd kind of materials science 
and social epistemology.  Social epistemology with a focus on textual objects and 
with an eye on the actual and possible roles of information systems is a productive 
approach to our field.  There is a huge and rich supply of real problems out there 
still awaiting exploration, of real importance and endless fascination, and I urge 
others to take them on.   

  
As a conclusion, it can said that the domain of LIS is Library competence; and 

what LIS needs is not a new theory of information or service, but a simple and coherent 

system for engineering library competence.  With Wilson’s concerns of social 

epistemology, the performance matrix offers such system to LIS. 
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